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Mark is a Clinical Psychologist working in private practice on the rural fringe
of Melbourne. In 1997 he commenced volunteering with the Ment Referral
Service and has now facilitated over 1500 hours of group treatment programs,
predominatelywith men who have used physical and sexual violence, including
rnent behaviour change programs (trlnCns). Mark has worked in community
and correctional settings over a number of years, with a wide variety ofviolence
survivors including Vietnam Veterans, emergency services personnel and
those affected by sexual and familyviolence.

Anour Menr 's APPRoACH

Markperceives a trend towards men increasinglybeing'mandated'to participate
in MBCPs. While the word 'mandated' suggests a man is commanded to
aftend, the reality is that his participation in a therapeutic intervention is
always voluntary. While the level of coercion involved can be debated, men are
not dragged in and strapped to a chair; they are not'made'to answer questions
or to participate.

However, the men we see rarely recognise this fact. Indeed, the systems that
support such therapeutic interventions often actively ignore the voluntary
aspect of the man's engagement-perhaps a sad consequence of the
'tough-on-crime' policy position. One of the ongoing challenges for ment
behaviour change professionals is effectively enabling these men to freely and
enthusiastically take on the burden of responsibility for their participation in
an MBCP, to then openly and honestly address their shameful behaviours and
to enact sustainable, positive change.
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Mark's icleas have been shaped by his understanding of authors such as

Alan Jenkins, Julien Deonna, William 'Bill' Marshall and Tony Ward. These

authors all exhort professionals charged with facilitating positive behaviour

change in others to practise ethically and accountably, to maximise the

chances their clients will arrive readily at an honourable place in their own

therapeutic journey.

Mark'.s starting point in this process is therefore to acknowledge that we-

as ethical and moral agents of change-cannot force responsibility onto

anybody, any more than we can force an authentic engagement in any other

therapeutic process.

Mark says that the broader project of creating safer communities must always

be upmost in our minds and notes that this demands systemic responses. He

beiieves it is imperative for professionals to practise within an integrated family
violence service system, whereby comprehensive support to wonren and

children-including via police and courts-is always available and accessible.

While we can always be hopeful for men to enact positive behaviour change,

the risks are too great to rely on ment self-monitoring alone. Ethical ment
behaviour change includes direct, impartial contact and support to partners
and children as a matter of course.

ln the context of assisting men to be more respor.rsible (that is, less violent
and/or abr"rsive), Mark perceives that it is useful for ment behaviour change
professionals to:

understand the concepts of shame, guilt and denial-their

legitimate functionality and potential utility
have a considered approach regarding how they attend to a man's
'sense of sharne'
be aware of a range of strategies to actively engage these men in

the project of creating safer communities.

Fecrr , r reroR RESpoNsrBrlrry AND oppoRTUNrry -
THINKING ABOUT SHAME

Men who participate in MBCPs usually arrive with a sense of shame. There will

be things they have done that are known only to them and the victims of their

behavior.rr. There are likeiy to be other things that nobody else knows about.

Justifiably, the men are not proud of these things. Olten, as for the vast majority



of us, their way of managing their shame is to push all thoughts of the cause
aside, to try not to think of it at all-effectively to deny.

Denial, the refusal of belief, may take many forms:

denial of fact (for example, "I didn't do it'; "I wasn't there")
denial of culpability (also called blame; for example, "I did it but

she made me do it'i "If she hadn't [done X] then I wouldn't have

[done Y]")

denial of responsibility (also called justification; for example, "I

did it but it's not my fault'] "Everyone has a blue now and then",
"It 's just in myblood")

denial of harm (also called minimisation; for example, "I did it but
it wasn't that bad'] "They'll get over it", 'At least I didn't ...").

Mark contends that denial in all its forms can be used as an indicator of a man's
sense of shame. That is, a man will acknowledge his violence to the extent
that he can manage the private and public shame for his behaviour. It is also
apparent that denial is not altogether bad in that it:

serves the function of (attempting to) protect the man from being
overwhelmed by his shame
indicates that the man holds values accordir-rg to which certain
violence is shameful.

Mark is keen to see a greater discussion in the MBCP field about the possibilities
for utilising men's denial as a springboard from which they can be welcomed
into the process of creating safer communities. In particular, he believes there is
potential to utilise the point at which men commence their denial-the point
at which their shame threatens to overwhelm them-as an effective definition
of the point at which he perceives abusive behaviour to be inappropriate.

For exampie, Marksuggests that a man who denies having struckhis wife (when

corroborating information suggests l're has struck her), but acknowledges
having 'pushed herl is effectively telling us that 'pushing' is the most shameful
thing he can admit to at present. He is effectively acknowledging that anything
'worse' than 'pushing' constitutes violence in his eyes. This is important
information that can be utilised to engage the man, in particular, to explore
how he effectively avoids these'worse' behaviours.
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Mark believes that allowing a mant denial to serve the protective function it is

designed for, while also co-opting his denial into the project of creating safer

communities, means his engagement in the process of change need not be

wholly confrontational or threatening to his sense of 'self'.

Oun.SELF, AND THE PROCESS OF EXPERIENCING
SHAME

All people have a sense of telf] a perception for who we are. Avariety of thinkers
(including Velleman, 2001) now consider this'self-conception'is principally

constructed by our values, and develops as we mature and age. Mark suggests,
"Our values are what make us ourselves, not somebody else'l

Often, a persont 'self' will reflect a combination of interlinked values,

for example:

. I arn a good dad.

. I am agood son.

. I am a competent worker.

. I am someone who cares about the communitv'.s safetv.

Mark asserts that these values are what we compare ourselves to as we

undertake the continuclus process of judging our own actions. If ourbehaviour

upholds our values, we feel a sense of pride-a reinforcing of our self-esteem.

However, if our behaviour undermines our values, we feel guilty; and when

our behaviour is too discrepant from our values, we feel shame (see Figure 1).
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To hold an integrated and sustaining sense of self, two criteria need to be met:

Personal values held must be congruent
Personal values held must be sustainable.

Regarding congruence, the personal values "I am a forgiving person' and "I will
give as good as I get" are incongruent-these values will inevitably conflict,
and a person attempting to live by both will invariably feel some guilt or shame
at their choices to either walk away or fight.

Similarly, regarding sustainability, to hold a personal value such as "I am the
best" or "I am better than everyone else" is essentially unsustainable.Any
evidence identified to the contrary then must essentially be denied or else
chronic feelings of guilt or shame will be experienced. Some would say that
those with narcissistic personality traits often hold unsustainable values,
essentially utilising denial in all its forms to defend the resultant fragile sense
ofself.

In many ways, Mark considers that we are all on a journey attempting to
construct a set ofvalues that are both sustainable and congruent. The better
we are able to achieve this, Mark believes, the greater our sense of integrity and
self-confidence.

Mark has found great inspiration in the ideas ofJenkins (2009) and Deonna,
Rodogno and Teroni (2012), who perceive shame as both functional and
as an opportunity for ethical leverage regarding supporting positive change.
Mark says, "If our values continue to evolve throughout life as we grow more
mature, more responsible-then our experience of shame-the sense of
failing to live up to our values, must also be endemic'l Mark contends that
people can oniy stop feeling shame when they stop evolving in their values.
This insight suggests it is therefore incumbent on facilitators of behaviour
change to support their clients to learn a process for managing shame, if they
are to effectively enable these men to continue a life-long process of developing
increasingly responsible values.

Deonna et al. (2012) describe different ernotions we traditionally typify
as'shame':

In shame "we appreirend a trait or action of ours that we take to exemplify
the polar opposite of a self-relevant value as indicating our incapacity

l .
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to exemplify this self-relevant value even to a minimal degree" (p. t0Z)
(whole sense)

In guilt "[we experience] an action or omission of ours as infringing a

normative requirement to which we adhere" (p. t ta) (part of self)

In embarrassment "[we experience ourselves] projecting an undesired

image or of being cast in an unfamiliar role fwe do] not know how to deal

with" (p. 116)

Humiliation (feeling shamed) "appears to always involve [our] perception

that [we are] the victim of demeaning and unjustified treatment by others"
(p.  1s8).

Shame and humiliation are therefore associated with different behavioural

actions. Shame inspires us to focus inwards, which might include anger

directed at the self. We might withdraw or try to hide ("I am not worthy!"); we

might lower our head or try to avoid eye contact.

Shame can provide a motivation to change, to seek restitution. It inspires us

to act in a manner that will bring us back into favour with those we perceive as

holding values similar to those we identify with. It inspires us towards integrity

and an integrated psyche.

Because our personal values for ourselves are usually interlinked, shame can

easily cascade like tumbling dominoes, bringing our entire self-concept and

self-respect into question. Mark says, "[When we experience shame] ... our

sense of who we are starts to disappear; we start to become (and feel like) a

nobody".

Wlrile we canbdld ourselves up again and recover from our sense of shame-
effectively re-stand the dominoes-this generally takes considerably longer

than the cascade down. Mark notes, "If the gap between the person we wish to

be and the person we see ourselves to have been becomes too large, the sense

of shame can be debilitating. People can get lost in it for years'i

Mark suggests that the path of recovery typically involves the process of re-

identifying our strengths, those times where we have acted in line with our
personal values. Clearly this process of recovery is heavily influenced by our
thinking habits, the availability of positive supports and the environmental
scaffolding (or shame-inducing triggers) present. Some refer to this as a

person's 'proneness to shamei



Humiliation, a debilitating and isolating feeling, typically requires the

perception of an audience or a witness. The sense of being humiliated easily

becomes manifest when we grow aware that others are witnessing our

shame. We can perceive ourselves to be victimised, and unfairly demeaned.

Humiliation tends to produce anger towards others, resentment and hostility'

When we are humiliated, we are more likely to be challenging, to deny fact,

culpability, responsibility and impact'

It is hard to buildrapportwith someonewho isfeelinghumiliated. Marksuggests

that rnany of the 'resistant' behaviours (such as denial, blaming, justification,

hostility, arguing and program drop-out) enacted by men participating in

behaviour change programs, and witnessed by well-meaning and professional

MBCP facilitators, can be interpreted as the natural consequence for these

men feeling humiliated.

FuNcrroNs FoR e, 'ssNss oF SHAME'

Shame is a window to what Mark calls iroble valuesl It is also:

a deterrent
a motivation for restoration/restitution

a motivation for change towards integrity.

However, shame can also be problematic. In the context of men'.s behaviour

change work, if not managed well, it might be associated with:

shut-down, withdrawal or avoidance (for example, drop-out from

a program)
denial (of f-act, impact, responsibility or culpability)

increased likelihood of feeling humiliated (especially if the shame

is 'witnessed'), with consequent anger, hostility, aggression, intel-

lectualising, inappropriate humour and deflecting

narcissistic behaviours (in order to Protect onet 'self' from chron-

ic shame through the continued use of unsustainable values).

While a number of facilitators attempt to work with shame, as a whole we

perhaps do not give it the attention it deserves in our thinking and practice.
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Drr.Buues FoR FAcILITAToRS woRKING ARoUND
SHAME

Shame poses many dilemmas for facilitators, as well as for men, in MBCPs.

The shame of perpetrating violence
Firstly, the very circumstances in which a man comes to participate in ment

behaviour change work are those that elicit shame. Mark has yet to meet a man

proud to declare, "1, myse(, am a violent man i And as the process of behaviour

change deepens, so might the feelings of shame.

Mark points out that everyonet values change over time. In the context of

men's behaviour change work, this change can be particularly profound. In

those circumstances, says Mark, "The men we work with have an 'old mei Now

they have an emerging new set of values-ths 'ns\M rns'-and they look at the

old met actions in light of these. If they are reasonably congruent, shame isn't

too great. But as the gap widens, the shame deepens'l This is represented in

Figure 2.

Responsibility"

Figure 2. Our journey torvrrds lesponsibility

This is a paradox in men's behaviour change work. It has repercussions for

ment willingness to face and own up to past actions; it also impacts on their

willingness to take further steps towards responsibility. Mark says, "The man we

are working with might be asked to step up to a very high level of responsibility.

We want him to address patriarchy, listening, his use of language, etc. He sees
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himself as just wanting to stop hitting. As we are dragging him towards being
more responsible, we are increasing his sense of shame'l

This challenge of not overwhelming the man with shame so that he shuts
down, or falls into the more difficult emotion state of humiliation, needs to
be measured against facilitators' professional accountability, ancl the policy
and mission of MBCPs: to hold men accountable for their violent actions
and protect the safety of women and children. Mark wonders if an overt and
strenuous challenge to a rnan's initial denial may in fact serve more harm than
good, as it effectively obliterates the rnant sense of self without generally
providing him any realistic or accessible avenue ro recovery.

Mark is keen to see more discussion on the potential wisdom in trusting ment
inherent capacity to measure their own shame-tolerance as a starting point for
engagement. He notes that when a man acknowledges his verbal abuse, he is
effectively acknowledging the shamefulness of all 'worse' behaviours (such as
hitting, punching and kicknrg). If evidence suggests that the man has e'gaged
in these 'worse'behaviours, his denial also tells us (a) he is too ashamed to
admit the true extent of his behaviour at this time and (b) he believes these
'worse'behaviours do not reflect the man he wishes himself to be.

This can be an excellent starting point fbr engagement, to reinforce the mant
positive values and invite him to explore how he can actively maintain these
values. In time, as the man comes to rnore fully integrate values of honesty ancl
integrity into his se'se of self, he may come to acknowledge his past physical
violence and more publically declare his culpability. However, his failure to
publically acknowledge all his violence at commencement need not impede
his commitment to non-violence nor be a barrier to engagement.

The attainability of standards of non-violence
A second dilemma arises when facilitators' standards are perceived as
unattainable. Mark notes that people olten tell facilitators, "you're amazing, I
couldn't do what you do'l It is appropriate that facilitators practise what they
preach as much as they can, but the risk is that some men will put facilitators
on a pedestal. Mark says, "Part of them wants to be like you, but they can feel
daunted by that at the same time. Just by being a good person, we can elicit a
sense of shame'l

It therefore becomes important to highlight the journey we as facilitators are
also on. AlanJenkins (zool) writes of the "parallel, political journeywith men
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who have abused'] inviting facilitators to acknowledge to participants that we

facilitators too need to continually reflect and check that our own behaviours

are etl-rical and respectful.

The shame of growing awareness

Raising men's awareness for the negative impacts of their violence on others

is critical to men's behaviour change. However, this poses a third dilemma for

facilitators, because as participants' awareness grows, often so does their sense

of shame. The shame associated with the impact of familyviolence on children

is especially potent.

Mark highlights the importance of facilitators continuing to pay attention

to participants' recovery from any growing shame. Continuing to reiterate

and highlight participants' actions that truly demonstrate their noble values

is important. Similarly, reframing a man's abusive behaviours in the light of

an bver-commitment' to noble values can be helpful (see Listening for

Intent below).

Finally, everything about participating in an MBCP-from driving to the

venue, to walking in the door, to leaving at the end of the evening-is a

potential trigger for negative self-appraisal and therefore shame. This is a

particularly (but not on)y) powerful factor for men who are incarcerated, for
whom Mark says, "There are so many reminders of 'old me'that itt hard to get

a chance to be'new me"l

Research regarding facilitating behaviour change with men highlights the

utility for "strengths-based work" (FaCHSIA, 2009). Minirnising negative

messages and expectations, while focusing on men's relative strengths and

creative possibility via enabling environments, facilitators' attitudes, and

program and systems philosopl-ries, have all been identified as useful. A variety

of therapeutic techniques have now arisen along these lines, many of which

are uti l ised in the Good Lives Model. (See goodlivesmodel.com/glm/Home.
html for a detailed explanation of the strengths-based theory and practice of

this model.)

Wevs oF woRKrNG THRoucH, wITH AND ARoUND
SHAME: LISTENING FOR INTENT

A fcrcus on shame suggests it is incumbent on facilitators to aftempt knowing:



when a man is feeling ashamed of his past violent actions
when a man is feeling humiliated or'shamed'
how to attend to a mant shame and 'sense of shame'
how to support a man to self-manage his proneness to shame.

Mark proposes working within Alan Jenkins' (zool) ethical principles
based on:

safety

shared journey towards responsibility (acknowledging that we
facilitators, as well as the male participants, are on the journey)
accountability towards victims/survivors (recognising that we
are working with men to create safer communities as quickly as
possible)
respectfulness towards men
continually, transparently, questioning equity and'fairness'
throughout the journey.

Mark has found great utility in the invitational concept of 'Listening for Intent',
as outl ined byAlanJenkins (2009, p.45):

Listening for ir-rtent requires that we observe and listen carefuliy to the
man's words and attend to his actions with curiosity and vigilance for
evidence that suggests possibilities of an ethical intent which miqht
transcencl ntinimisation and justilication of violence.

In this way, the behaviour of all people is understood as an effort (albeit
sometimes misguided) to realise some noble value. Below is a hypothetical
example transcript for how Listening for Intent could perhaps be realised in a
group setting, with comments by Mark on the process that he would keep in
mind as a group facilitator.

Scene: Week two for a'ew participant, Gary, in a rolling MBCP group. The
group is midway through some discussion/concept, when Gary-who until
now has been relatively quiet but sullen-suddenly contributes.

Gary: This is shit. I don't deserve to be here. Itt not my problem ! This
is all her fmy daughter's] fault.
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Facilitator: Wowl Is that what you really think Gary? fExploration/
Buyingtime]

Gary: Yeah! Completely! I've done nothingwrong! She should be the

one in here not me. I don't need to know all this stuff.

Facilitator: Okay. Whew! You're pretty upset right now. fvalldation/
lnvite rnore information]

Gary: Yeah. I am upset! I can't see how this is going to help me or

change how she isl

flistening for Intent]-At this time it appears Gary has evidenced intent:

. to sl'rare his feeiings with us

. to seek/create justice

. to clarify he is effectively innocent of violent behaviour

. to know how-or if-this progran can realistically help hirn ancl

his daughter.

Note on process: Given Garyt apparent hostility at this time, unless the group

is very strong and capable of supporting and containing him, I would choose

to engage Gary one to one, aware we are both being closely observed by the

group and humiliation is a very dangerous possibility.

Facilitator: Okay, so let me see if I've got this right. You're quite upset

because you don't think you deserve to be here. You think it is unfair

you are here now and you reckon your daughter should really be get-

ting some sort of help herself? lParaphrasing/Clartfyingl

Gary: Yeah, too right!

Facilitator: Okay. Well first off thank you for sharing your thoughts

with me, with us. Thatt not always the easiest thing to do and it takes

some courage to do that. I'm not sure how long you have been feeling

this way?

Gary: Yeah ... well ... Probably since I was told to come here.



Facilitator: So thatt a little while then. Hmmm. I can see the idea of
fairness is important to you Gary. You like things to be fair?Just?
Gary: Yeah...

Facilitator: And you like the idea of learning things that will be useful
to you? Things that will rr-rake your life a little bit better? Better for you
and your daughter?

Gary: Yeah ... But I don't know if any of that's gonna happen here ...

Facilitator: What happens for you when things aren't fair Gary? What
happens for you when things arent getting better for you and your
family?

Gary: Man! I don't know! Phew... It just gets to me, you know! I'm
trying to make things right. I'm trying to make her listen-if she
would just shut up and listen, shed see what I'm saying is right and
things wouldn't be in such a rness.
Listening for Intent: Here Gary acknowledges his efforts [love/care]
to try and save him and his daughter from "mess'l

Facilitator: You really have been trying to make things befter at home.

Note on process: Now is perhaps not the best time to push Gary on the extent
of his violence. He has acknowledged his frustration and alluded to behaviours
he is not so proud of (for example, verbal violence). To push hirn now given
his recent declaration that he does not deserve to be in the group risks a
humiliating admission and behavioural reaction that is unpredictable. Rather,
focus on re-engagement, planting the seed regarding over-commitment, and
storing the admissions away for another day.

Gary: Yep.

Facilitator: But sometimes they don't quite go to plan. People don t
always react the waywe would like them to.

Gary: Yeah. Completely.

There is also potentially the opportunity here to introduce the concepr
of 'over-commitmentl
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Facilitator: Sometimes when things don't go to plan, people can
look back and see their intention was good-was noble-but the
application was a bit too over the top. A bit over-zealous. We wanted

it too much. We may have been trying a bit too hard? Some people
call this becoming'over-committedi Perhaps you have seen it around
you? At work? On the footy {ield? It is a situation where the very thing
we are trying to avoid ends up happening because we have kinda

rnissed the real point-kinda forgotten the big picture ... fThis could

likely lead on to a fictional story or example of 'over-commitment'

and the opportunity for group members to reflect on their own over-
comrnitments.]

Facilitator: [turning to group] What if we complete what we were
doing just now-that! fair-and next week we spend some time on
how we can make it more likely people will hear what it is we are trying
to say? Would that be useful? In many ways we as fathers, brothers,
uncles, sons even, have a great capacity to make things better for our
families, but sometimes the ways we try to do that don't always seem
to work so well. We could look at what we do that works and what
doesn't.

Gary/group: Yeah. Okay ...

While many men often hold their noble value/goal quite tightly, the danger for
many is when the behaviour they use to achieve it actually serves to undermine
the noble value/goal.

Again, according to Jenkins (ZOOO) this undermining typically occurs when
we become 'over-committed' to the value-when we lose sight of the broad,
full nature ofthe value/goal (such as truth, respect, love, justice or acceptance
for human limitation) and instead focus on narrow or rigid components of
them. For example, a person committed to truth might seek to eliminate all
uncertainty by seeing things in a polarised black/white manner. A person
cornmitted to a value of love may not allow their partner out of their sight.
Listening for Intent-identifying the noble value motivating a man to do what
he is doing-is one of Mark's core practices (see Table l).



Love (Care) Possessiveness (lnfi delity)

Provocation (Blame)

Male entitlement (

'l'.rble l, Noble V,rlr.res :rnd C)ver-cornnritnre'nts (At-laptecl fi'orn.fenkins (2009); ite:rs in
brrckets are tenrs proposed bv N4ark)

To explain this concept of over-comrnitment to MBCP participants, Mark
suggests offering an example to the men.

He relates:

I may say to the men-"Ok, can I put a bit of an idea to you, because
I'm wondering if you might sometimes be so committed-perhaps
'over-committed'-to some noble values that you actually end up
creating the very thing you are most afraid of. Is that okay?

Let me give you an example. Say I have a daughter whom I love,
and I want the very best for her. I want her to be brave, intelligent,
coLrrageous, independent, caring, confident, successful, etc. I want
her to know she can rely on me, her father, to help her through any
challenges she may face. Ald I believe self-discipline is an important
part to achieve these things. If she has self-discipline she will be able
to achieve goals, manage problems, this will build her confidence, etc.
Right?

So I invite her over and we have a little chat-"Darling," I say to her.
"Darling, I want you to be successful and confident-yoll want that
don't you?" "Yes, Daddy." "Okay, so I think itt important you learn
some self-discipline-this will help you in life. It will mean you aren't
a failure." "Yes, Daddyl' "So a good way to practise self-discipline is by
keeping your room clean. So each morning before you come down
for breakfast you can clean up your room and we can practise self-
discipline that way, okay?" "Yes, Daddy."

So next morning she comes down for breakfast and I ask her, "Have

you cleaned your room, darling?" "No, Daddy," she says. "Welli'I say,
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"you? befter go clean it then, you won't be successful ifyou don't have
a clean room!" "Yes, Daddy."

Next morning she comes down for breakfast and I ask her again, "Have

you cleaned your room?" "Nq DaddyJ' "Ohi I say, "thatt no good.
You'lI never achieve anything if you're like that! Go on. Back you go.
Clean up your room!" Next morning same thing: "Have you cleaned
your room?" "No, Daddy."

"Whatt going on?" I ask her, 'Are you a bit stupid? Are you having
trouble understanding things? Get back up there and clean your room.
You'll end up on the streets if you keep that up. You'll be a nothing. I
won't be able to help you! Get gone-clean up that bloody room!"

Next morning same thing: "Have you cleaned up your room? "No,

Daddy'l "Are you for real?" I am incredulous. 'Are you really my child?
You must be stupid! I don't know if you deserve my name-Get away
from me. I don't want to knowyou! What a disappointment!"

And so what do I create? A young girl scared, frightened, lacking
in confidence, uncertain, and distant from her father. My value, my
goal was noble-to create a child brave and confident. Flowever,
tmy "over-commitment"-rny criticism, judgement, intolerance, or
provocation-would mean I ended up creating the very thing I feared
most-a child loathing her father and with no confidence.

Guarding against over-commitment means regularly taking a step back to ask,
"What is really important here?" "What can I change to model the person I
wish for her to be?" Mark would then invite men to reflect on their possible
over-commitments, as well as offer some suggestions for how these noble
values may be more effectively realised.

Marks work focuses on exploring with men their just intentions, and the
assumptions underpinning the methods that they have chosen to realise them.
In particular, he assists men to see how their efforts to realise tl-reir noble values
rnay have been misguided or based on false information. Providing a man with
a broader perspective and assisting him to develop his tolerance for distress and
skills lbr legitimate problem solving can enable him to build on his strengths
;rnd open up more opportunities to achieve his noble ends in the future.



MarksuggeststhatreadersexploreAlanJenkins'texts, Invitationstoresponsibility
and Becoming ethical, for a compendium of strategies designed to facilitate
the ethical journey towards responsibility for men who have abused their
family members.

'Cor,r ,usroN' AND HoNouRrNG vrcrrM/suRvrvoR
EXPERIENCES

Mark aclarowledges that most facilitators of positive behaviour change are
driven by a desire-for many a very fervent desire-to see the community
as a safer place particularly for women and children, and to see men held
accountable for their violence.

For Mark 'collusion' implies a behaviour effectively supporting beliefs that
condone violence against women and children. Mark recognises that 'collusion'

rnay be an issue for MBCP professionals where they express ideas-either
consciously or unconsciously-that men later utilise to justify further violence
towards their partners and/or family (for example, agreeing with a man that his
anger and subsequent vioience are legitimate because the man is a product of
his culture or' it is in his blood').

Given the primary goal of safety, it is understar.rdable that facilitators should
be hyper-vigilant for the possibility of they-or their colleagues-colluding
witir the men.

Mark acknowledges that one of the greatest challenges for male behaviour
change facilitators is managing the apparent paradox of engaging a man while
concurrently challenging his values and behaviour. What man wants to speak
with someone who is quite confident that he is wrong? This dilemma is always
present in ment behaviour change work.

Mark'sproposes thathe,like the rest ofus, is on a journeytowards responsibility.
He aclcnowledges he is yet to achieve perfect responsibility, and so it is likely
that he is being collusive in sorne manner or other in his practice, as well as
in everyday life. While not collusive at the level of physical violence, Mark is
aware that he perhaps does not do enough to promote equal representation for
wonren in political or corporate life and that he is at times remiss in effectively
agitating against marketing that sexualises and/or dehumanises women. He is
aware that he is perhaps not fully attuned to all the elements of patriarchy, nor
to the privileges it offers him at the expense of his female sisters.
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The point Mark wishes to make is that when violence is so subtle, pervasive and

enculturated, simply saying "No to violence" is somewhat problematic. "No to

collusion" is also problematic. Mark sees himself as having a responsibility to

avoid collusion that he is aware of, and to continue developing his awareness

of other forms of violence that are not yet widely recognised (such as violence

against refugees; people who are impoverished, elderly, homeless, illiterate or

imprisoned.; animals; the environment; those yet to be born).

With this in mind, Mark contends that men who arrive into our care are

often very ignorant in their awareness of their own power and complicity in

perpetuating violence. Given the discussions above regarding shame, shame-

proneness and the structure of the'self] it is in no onet best interests to shatter

a man's sense of who he is without any clear process for supporting him to

rebuild himself. Indeed, Mark acknowledges, itwould be quite violent to do so.

Mark says, 'As Gandhi has often been quoted, 'Be the change you want to see
in the worldl I need to practise ethically in a manner I would like the man to

emulate. This dernands that I act at a pace he can manage. I lead him through
the process of discovery. I support him through the journey of responsibility
and shame. I respect that he has different opinions, beliefs and values and it
will take time to address these. I attempt to model compassion, respect and
flexibility-as I hope he can do with others".

Mark is quick to remind us that while a man is being supported on a journey

towards responsibility, there needs to be continued attention to his behaviour
outside the therapeutic environment using whatever available sources (for

example, partner contact, police and child support workers), with logical legal
and social consequences evident for any and all abusive and violent behaviours
he enacts. At the same time, his partner and family require a full complement
of support and safety interventions and responses. Mark believes these are the
best ways that facilitators of behaviour change can honour victims,/survivors
and hold men accountable for their actions.

For Mark, just like teaching a child, or builcling a house, the most effective and
sustainable work is done by providing a solid, basic foundation and slowly
building up with the details added later. He contends that working with men at
a pace they can manage and building on what they know is the most ethical and
efficacious manner to assist them towards their noble values. This means that
facilitators need to 'pick their battles'with men and at times they may need to
'postpone' challenges until times they deem that the man is ready to consider
these ideas.



Mark is aware that in the past he has been guilty of perhaps being 'over-

cornmitted' to the goal of reducing violence. He has overwhelmed men with
challenges to their beliefs, expected too much from them too soon, and
disrespected their experiences and telfi He is aware these 'best intentions'
have perhaps contributed to men dropping out of programs, feeling shamed/
humiliated and perhaps being more volatile towards those they have been
violent against before (the very people Mark has sought to protect). For these
reasons, Mark looks forward to greater consideration from the field regarding
the ethical and practical aspects of engaging men.

This is irrr expanded ver-sior.r oian article of the same naure, based on a rvorkshop bv
N{ark:rt the No To Violencc'2012 Austr;rlasian Contbrencc on Respor.rses to iV{c'n's
Dorrrcstic lnci l-.rrrri ly Vio]r'nct'. (Su'c ntr'.tr lg..tu ctrnicrcncc tbr rr,orkslrop sunrlanes.
poLlcasts, transcripts and other resourcc-s arising lrom tl.re conftrcnce.) '['he article lvrs
rvritten b), Eliz.rbcth basec.l on tl're auclio lecc.rrcling of the n'orl<shop, .urd subsequentl,v
expandecl by,\'{ark.
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